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ON THE DEGREE OF CONVERGENCE 
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FOR DOUBLE FOURIER SERIES OF FUNCTIONS 
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Summary. For real functions of bounded variation in the Hardy sense, 2rc-periodic in 
each variable, the rates of pointwise convergence of the Borel and Euler means of their 
Fourier series are estimated. 
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Let / be a function defined in the rectangle P = (a,b;c,d). We shall use the 
notation 
A( / ; P') = f(b', d') - f(a', d') - f(b', c') + f(a', c') 
for any rectangle P' = (a',b';c',d') C P. 
We will call the variation of f in the rectangle P the value V(f;a,b;c,d) defined 
as the supremum of all numbers of the form 
£V>(/;i>-fc)| 
j=0 k=0 
where the supremum is taken over all possible partitions it, . 
a = xQ < xi < x2 < ... < xm = b 
c = y0 <yi <y2 < ••• <Vn = d 
of the rectangle P into subrectangles Pjk = (xj,Xj+i;yk,yk+i). 
triím-
ZOSSføi 
We say that / is a function of bounded variation in Hardy sense in the rectangle 
F i f 
V(f;a,b;c,d) < co, V(f(;c);a,b) < co and V ( / ( o , -);c,d) < co, 
where V (/(•, c); a, 6) denotes the total variation of / with respect to the first variable 
on the interval (a,b) for some fixed y = c. The variation V ( / ( o , -);c,d) is defined 
analogously. 
Let H be the class of all real-valued functions of two variables, 2ic-periodic in each 
variable, of bounded variation in Hardy sense in the square Q = (0, 2TC; 0, 2TC>. 
For every / € H the following properties 
(1) V ( / ( - , 2 / ) ; 0 , 2 T C ) <oofora l l j /e (0 ,27C>, 
(2) V(/(av);0,2Tc) < oo for all x £ (0,2TC> 
can be easily deduced. 
The following two lemmas will be of importance in our further considerations. 
L e m m a 1. Iff£H,0<x<x<_K and 0 < y < y <. ic, then 
(1) V(/(a;,0;i/,it)<V(/;O,ar;v,it) + V(/(O,0;»,it), 
(1') V{f(;y);x,n) <_V(f;x,Tz;0,y) + V(f(;0);x,n), 
(2) V(f(x,-);y,y)<_V(f;0,x;y,y) + V(f(0,-);y,y), 
(2') V(f(-,y);x,x) €, V(f;x,x;0,y) + V(f(;0);x,x), 
(3) V(/(-,2/);0,x)^V(/;0,x;0,2/) + V(/(-,0);0,x), 
(30 V(/(a?,0;0,j()<V(/;0,-;0,|/) + V(/(0,0;0,i/). 
Lemma 2. Suppose that f € H and m, n are the positive integers. Then 
(1) V(f;0,±;0,±)<±;f: E V ( / ; 0 , f ; 0 , f ) , 
k=ll=l 
(2) V(f(-,0);0,±) < ± £v(f(;0);0,f), 
k=\ 






The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are omitted. 
R e m a r k 1. If / 6 i f is continuous at the point (0,0), then 
lim V ( / ; 0 , s ; 0 , t ) = 0. 
s , i - l O + W i l l . / 
To prove this remark it is convenient to apply Lemma 2 of [4] (with p = 1) and 
its two-dimensional analogue. 
Let / e H. Then the partial sums Smn[f] of the Fourier series of / have the form 
Smn[f](x,y) = i ff f(x + u,y + v)Dm(u)Dn(v)dudv, 
where Dk (t) is the Dirichlet kernel, i.e. 
_ sin(fc + | ) t 
DkW - 2sin I t • 
As is well known, 
\Dk(t)\ O + I , fc = 0 , l , 2 , . . . . 
The next theorem is a two-dimensional analogue of the theorem of Bojanic ([1]). 
Theorem 1. For any f e H and all positive integers m, n, we have 
(1) \smn[f](x,y) - !(/(*+,»+) + /(*-,»+) + /(*+,»-) + f(x-,y-))\ 
^ E E % » . f ; ° . f ) ^ E ^ ^ . f ) + ̂ E^,o);o,f), 
m r a «:=i i=i n k=i m ^ = 1 
where g(s, t) = gxy(s, t) is a function which is defined by the following conditions: 
(i) for s,t # 0, gxy(s,t) = f(x + s,y + t) + f(x + s,y - t) + f(x - s,y + t) + 
f(x -s,y-t)- f(x+,y+) - f(x+,y-) - f(x-,y+) - f(x-,y-), 
(ii) fors = t = 0,gxy(s,i) = 0, 
(iii) for s = 0 and t jt 0, gxy(s,t) = f(x+,y + t) + f(x+,y - t) + f(x-,y + t) + 
f(x-,y- t) - }(x+,y+) - }(x+,y-) - }(x-,y+) - }(x-,y-), 
(iv) for s ^ 0 and t = 0, gxy(s,t) = f(x + s,y+) + f(x + s,y-) + f(x-s,y+) + 
f(x - s,y-) - f(x+,y+) - f(x+,y-) - f(x-,y+) - f(x-,y-). 
P r o o f . Denote by I the difference from the left-hand side of the inequality (1). 
To estimate I we split the square (0, n; 0, n) into four parts as follows: 
7 = 4 f f 9(s,t)Dm(s)Dn(t)dsdt 
71 Jo Jo 
= h+h + h+h-
First we consider h, 
(2) \h\^~ JmJ" {\g(s,t)-g(s,0)-g(0,t) + g(0,0)\ + \g(s,0)-g(0,0)\ 
•\g(0,t) - g(0,0)\]\Dm(s)\\Dn(t)\dsdt 
~ I I {V(g;0,s;0,t) + V(g(;0);0,s) 
K Jo Jo l 
V(g(0,-);0,t)}(m+±)(n+±)dsdt 
<J{^(«o.i;o.5) +V(s(-.o);o,i) +v(fl(o,-);o,i)}. 
Now, let 
Am„(x,j/)= / / i?m(s)£»n(i)dsdt. 
Jo Jy 
Clearly, 
(3) |A™.(x,y) |<(m+J)*-^ 
(see [1], p. 59). Making use of Theorems 2.5 and 2.3 of [5] it is easy to see that h 
may be written by means of the Stieltjes integral in the form 
h = -±jjj*g(s,t)d\mn(s,t). 
Integrating by parts (Theorem 2.2 of [5]), we obtain 
h= - 4 /"'"fAm„(s,i)d<?(M) + 4 /"*"».(». „")<to(».„") f Jo /J K Jo 
+ ^ j ( , A . M . ( i , . ) d » ( * . - ) + ? A 1 B n ( f , » ) - ( * , * ) 
= Ai + A 2 + ^ 3 + A , . 
Now, let us remark that in view of (3) the inequality 
(4) | ^ | < - | | » ( * , 5 ) | < - | { v ( ^ 0 , * ; 0 1 * ) + V ( f f ( . , 0 ) ; 0 , A ) + V ( f f ( 0 , . ) ; 0 , 5 ) } 
holds. 
4 
Applying (3) and integrating by parts, we get 
Replacing the variable t in the last integral by * , we observe that 
^ ^(*(*.-); S.*) * < | £ v(,(ft,.)s *. f). 
According to Lemma 1, we have 
(5) | A 3 K ^ V ( 5 ; 0 , - - , K ) + ^y(5 (o,)-,K) 
+ І X > M ^ M ) 
<ig^a,X;S, f) + .itvWp,.);5,f). 
Now let us estimate A2- Using (3) and partial integration, we find that 
|i-al<^(m+i)jf*-dv(^*)sO,.)<|v(^*);0,-j). 
Moreover, the inequality (3) of Lemma 1 implies 
(6) |^l<Jv,(^;b,-t50,f) + |v(j-(-,0);0,x). 
In order to estimate Ai we apply (3) and then integration by parts. Then 
= ^(m + |){/™/V(5;0,a^,.)d(f)-/"v(S;0,S;.rlt)d(i) 
5 
Since d( f) = - ds£ dt, we have 
\Jj£v(g;0,s;±,t)d(j)\ 
= \fds£±V(9-,0,s;±,t)dt\<±J2V&°>^^$)-







Collecting (4), (5), (6) and (7) we get 
\^^^Ev(9^^hl) + iv(9-A^,^ + ^v(9(-,oy,o,^) 
+ ̂ EyW°.-);S.f) + |-v(5(o,-);0,^. 
k=i 
Applying inequalities (1), (2) and (4) of Lemma 2, we obtain 
W W<-^fgV(K0,|!0,f) + -l.gVWP,.);0>t) 
+ ^V( f l ( . ,0 ) ;0 , i ) . 
Putting 
^mn(x, V)=ff Dm(s)Dn(t) ds dt 
and reasoning as in the case of the integral I2, we observe that 
(9) I--I < ~ E v& £> tJ °. i) + g^fo o. £;°. 5) + | ; v(«/(o, •); 0,5) 
+ ^ E y ( ^ o ) ; ^ f ) + ^(3(o,-);o,^) 
^ E E ^ o , f ; o , ? ) + i|:V(5(,o);o, f) 
+ 4v(t»(0,.);0,*). 
To estimate I4 we use the function 
hmn(x,y) = J*J*Dm(s)Dn(t)dsdt. 
Let us remark that 
do) l*-<ft»>l<.SS5 
and 
h = ^JltJ\(s,t)dKmn(s,t). 
Integrating by parts, we get 
h = h /"/" 5™»(s'*)d9(«'*) + ^ / , A™(S' »)) d^S' 5) 
+ £ f*Kmn(m,t) dg(m,t) + ̂ Amn(£, *)»(*. *) 
= ^ 1 + ^ 2 + ^ 3 + ^ 4 . 
The estimate (10) yields 
(11) | J f f 4 | ^ I y ( f f ; 0 , i ; 0 , i ) + i y ( g ( - , 0 ) ; 0 , ^ ) + i V ( s ( 0 , - ) ; 0 4 ) . 
Reasoning analogously as in the case A3, we obtain estimates 
(12) m^^£v(9;o,^o,i) + -^±v(9(o,-y,i,i) 
ШҐ 
k = l 
and 
fc=i fc=i 
Using the inequality (10), after partial integration we find 
^ l < ^ / ^ ^ ^ < - * ) ^ d a d t + ^ / > ( f f i " < ' 1 t ^ d 8 
+ i/> ( S i" '' t i-^d t + = V ( S ; " ' , t i » ' , t ) -
Integration by substitution with s = £ and i = J gives 
C") M-.l<-^f;tv(f;*,t;tf) + -i;i?f:v&r.i.t;5,«) 
fc=li=l fc=l 
+ ig^ft .«iM) + i?^i.*i5.«) 
^ E E ^ ^ M - f ) -
k=r1=1 
As a consequence of (11)-(14) and Lemma 2 we obtain the estimate 
(15) W^EE%0,f;0,f) + A^(S(0,);0,f) • 
+ ig^M);o,£). 
Collecting the inequalities (2), (8), (9), (15) and using Lemma 2 once more, we obtain 
(1) and thus our proof is completed. • 
R e m a r k 2. Continuity of the functions g at the point (x, y) = (0,0) implies 
lim V(o(0 ,0 ;0 , i ) = 0 and lim V(o(-,0);0,s) = 0. 
t->o+ v a v ' " ' ' s->o+
 v a v ' " ' ' 
Then by the well known theorem of Cauchy the second and the third term on the 
right side of inequality (1) converges to zero as m, n -+ oo. For function g the equality 
lim V(g;0 , s ;0 , i ) = 0 is true, too. Hence the first term on the right-hand side of 
(1) tends to zero when m,n -+ oo. We conclude that 
^im^S^lf^y) = \{f(x+,y+) + f(x+,y-) + f(x-,y+) + f(x-,y-)}. 
Thus we arrive at a theorem concerning the convergence of partial sums of double 
Fourier series ([6], §176, p. 472). 
Let us introduce the Euler mean E%?n[f] (p,q > 0) of the partial sums of double 
Fourier series of a function / defined in the square Q = (-it, TI; —Tt, it) and 2it-periodic 
in each variable by the formula 
*we-rt - . r + W ^ g g (?) (;)*~v-'*«w<«>. 
In case p = q = 0 we obtain 
E%n[f\(x,v) = Sm«[f](x,v). 
For the operator £$?„[/] the following equality is true: 
E%n[f](x,V) = J f
K C f(x + u,y + v)K^(u)Kn(v)dudv 
where 
_ / q2 + 2q cos / + 1 \ "/2 sin(ngt + //2) 
V q2 + 2q+l ) 2sin(//2) ' 
9t is uniquely determined by the relations 
(1) 0.6 (-*,*), 
(2) sgn0t = sgn/, 
(3) | 0 . | < | . | ^ - , 
(4) gsinfl. =s in( / -0 t ) (see [2]). 
In the proof of the next theorem we will need 
Lemma 3. Let 0 < x < S <. ix and q > 0. Then 
I / tf«(«)dtk— (1 + 9) I yx \ nx 
for every positive integer n. 
Proof. Using the second mean-value theorem we obtain 
I [ ^ ( / ) d / U ; l . y(n\n-\ • 7 -a max I Tsin (it + |)/d/| 
IA n W I (1 + < ? ) " ^ W 2sin(a;/2)x<e<*IL
 v 2 ; I 
l A / n \ t l 1_ 




^ (l + q)n(n + l)xf^ 
Hence, we get the desired assertion. Q 
9 
Retaining the notation of Theorem 1, we have 
Theorem 2. If f € H and p, q > 0, then, for every x, y and all natural numbers 
m, n, 
\E™n[f](x,y) - \{f(x+,y+) + f(x+,,y-) + f(x-,y+) + f(x-,y-)}\ 
<12( l+p) ( l + ff){-|-f;f;V(K0,J;0,f) + l f ; V t > ( - , 0 ) ; 0 , t ) 
k=l 1=1 k=l 
+ iEV(ff(0,.);0,f)}. 
Proof. A simple calculation shows that 
E™n[f](x,y) - \{f(x+,y+) + f(x+,y-) + f(x-,y+) + f(x-,y-)} 
= 4 rTg(a,t)K^(a)Kl(.t)dsdt 
t Jo Jo 
=i(rc+ri>ix+W9(sMmmdsdt 
= J i + j 2 + j 3 + J i . 
We can see that the kernel Kn has the same estimate as the Dirichlet one, i.e. 
(16) ll-JWKn + i 
for n ~& 1, ff > 0 and every i. 
Hence the inequality (2) is true with Ji instead of I\. So, we have 
(17) | j 1 | ^ £ { v ( S ; 0 , i ; 0 , f ) + V ( < , ( - , 0 ) ; 0 , i ) + V ( p ( 0 , ) ; 0 , i ) } . 
Now, we introduce the function 
F ™ ( I , I / ) = / / K^(s)Kn(t)dsdt. 
Jo Jy 
It follows immediately from (16) and Lemma 3 that 
|ia(*,y)|<(m+J)*(l + ff)~. 
10 
Using this estimate for Ji and an argument similar to that from the proof of Theo-
rem 1 for integral I2, we obtain 
(18) IJ2K— (l + « ) f > M , * ; 0 , t ) + §(l + ff)V0(-l0);0,J-') 
+ £<- + «) E y (5(0. •);*.*). 
In the case of integral J3 we proceed analogously. The only difference is in the 
construction of the function used in the Stieltjes integral. Namely, let 
Fn\чn(x,y)= í ľK^(s)Kn(t)dsdt. 
(П + ЮУ. 
According to (16) and Lemma 3, we have 
2 K ( 1 + P ) \F™n(x,y)\< 
Consequently, 
(19) 
27 | J з l <™ (1+p)Ev(í5°'ïî0^) + ;(-+p)ţrW°.-);o,ì) 
+ ^(1+P)E^(s(-.o);^f). 
In order to estimate J\ we introduce 




\FSU(x,v)\ < ^ ( i + P ) ( i + g) 
mni i / 
| j4KІ(1+p)(ł+«)EŻ%°.I;o,î) 
к=i (=1 
+ ~^(i+p)d + 9)f;v(9(-.o);0,î) 
fc=l 
+ ä(1+P)(1 + ")EyWo.-);0,f). 
к=\ 
Combining (17), (18), (19), (20) and using Lemma 2, we get our thesis. 
R e m a r k 3. Reasoning analogously as in Remark 2 we obtain that, for / G H, 
m\imooE^n[f](x,y) = \{f(x+,y+) + f(x+,y-) + f(x-,y+) + f(x-,y-)}. 
The Borel means Bpr[f] (p,r > 0) of partial sums of double Fourier series of a 
function / defined in the square Q = (—it, it; — it,lt) and 27i-periodic in each variable 
can be written in the form 
Bpr[f](x,y) = e-»e-' £ £ 2f-Sjk[f](x,y). 
j=0k=0J' ' 
This operator has the integral representation 
Bpr[f](x, y) = ^ J J f(x + u,y + v)Qp(u)Qr(v) du dv, 
where 
n m _ r -2rs in
2 ( t /2) s m ( ? ' s i " t + t/2) 
QrW ~ 6 2sin(./2) 
(see [3], p. 364). 
The next theorem may be proved analogously to Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let f £ H and p, r >• 2. Then, for every x, y, 
\Bpr[f](x,y) - \{f(x+,y+) + f(x+,y-) + f(x-,y+) + f(x-,y-)}\ 
, Q W ~Q [p] OK w w 
«7E^(o.-);o.f) + 7E^(-,o);o,!) + ^E^(S;o,f;o,f). 
k=\ v k=\ v k=\ i=\ 
where [r] denotes the integer part ofr. 
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